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NEW PHASES OF WARFARE.
The romance of warfare has been greatly enhanced by recent inventions
which have extended its operations into the air and under the sea. Zeppelins,
aeroplanes and submarines have not only made war more complicated but at
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the same time have added new terrors to the old ones. Submarines are
capable of sinking formidable battleships which in former wars were invincible,
and the various types of aircraft make it possible to fling bombs in places
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heretofore secure from danger. At the same time the bold aggressors them-
selves face death in new forms, by suffocation under water, by falling to death
from enormous heights, and in many other ways. Land forces must now be
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on the lookout to provide for their own defence against the winged enemy
in the sky. Military science has been carried into new fields and has developed
new talents and new fields for exploit and daring. Aeroplane fighting aero-
plane, aeroplane attacking Zeppelin, aeroplane attacking battleship or enemy's
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town or on the less sanguinary mission of reconnoitering the enemy's distribu-
tion and movements,—these are some of the situations in which these new
machines of destruction are to be observed in action. In the present issue we
present a series of pictures reproduced from different sources, which show
aircraft in various phases of action.
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The personality behind this work will be of particular interest to Ameri-
cans not alone because Dr. Ibsen is the great dramatist's son, but because
he spent some years in Washington as attache to the Scandinavian legation.
A great man's son is always handicapped. But the author of this book,
though also following in the footsteps of his father, makes here a purely
intellectual appeal to the reason without recourse to the emotions.
The book is divided into four related essays : "Nature and Man"
;
"Why Politics Lags Behind"; "Of Human Aptitudes and Human Art";
"Of Great Men : An Essay in Valuation." The first essay strikes the key-
note of the book. Man, says Dr. Ibsen, has outgrown nature. The monistic,
scientific theory of the universe, which is valid of all other parts of nature,
cannot be applied to him. Man is nature plus what the author calls "human
quintessence." In the following chapters the author follows up his theory
that man cannot be measured by the yard-stick of natural law. Dr. Ibsen
formulates a new art, a social technology, which lies in drawing out the
fullest human capabilities. But to bring about a society built on human
principles, a revolution of our present social system is imperative. A natural
development will not lead to it. Society is not an organism, but an organiza-
tion. Historic continuity is fiction, not fact. The author is a liberal of the
liberals and bitterly chastises our politics, whose object is not the develop-
ment of man, but of might. He is a naturalist, but also an idealist, for in
his opinion both have the same aim, the perfection of humanity. His hope




This philosophical book is not yet widely enough known, but its value
is sure to be recognized in the course of time. It is most needed in this
country where men enter politics from a spirit not of service, but of gain,
and where social legislation still is in its swaddling clothes.
Maximilian J. Rudwin.
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